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Planning Background
According to the “12th 5-year-planning for the development of the Huangpu River waterfront district”, during the 12th 5-year, 
the Huangpu River waterfront district will be established into a world class waterfront development belt that in accordance 
with the “4 centers” of Shanghai as well as its status of socialist modernized international metropolitan. It emphasizes that 
the development of Yangpu Bridge area shall be accelerated, and be transformed into a vital area regenerated from traditional 
industrial district and into a creative area combines historical culture and fashions of the day. Now, it’s the midterm of the 12th 
5-year. In order to enhance the development and construction of Yangpu district, completing the planning of this area is very 
urgent.
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Objective:
Comprehensively develop the Huangpu River 
towards north and enhance the key points benefited 
under the radiation.

The development of waterfront district is the process 
for the expanding of high-end service functions and 
at the meantime the recession and transformation 
of the traditional industries.
Since the ten-year’s comprehensive development of 
Huangpu River, the two more important high-end 
functional cores have been formed. The key points 
of development after the EXPO shall be put on the 
enhancement of the radiation of the functional cores 
and the development of transformation of the area.
Yangpu district is located in the transition area of 
the CBD and the heavy industry as well as the port 
on the north, and it’s the crucial district to expand 
the comprehensive development towards north and 
improve the development for the mid-north part of 
the central city.

Huangpu River Development
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By updating the history and introducing the green, the design has established 
the longest waterfront length, uplifted the value of the land, introduced the 
public space into the city, formed a space with regular shapes and established 
a conditions for a vibrant waterfront.

Waterfront function
a) one belt ------waterfront public activity belt
b) four cores ----establish the waterfornt’s landmark 
c) seven axes ----complete the landscape axes
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Transport system
From the aspect of traffic support, the road net has been completed to enhance the accessibility of the waterfront area; the necessity of 
automobiles has been decreased to refine the low-speed and low- carbon traffic; the subway service has been uplifted, multiple public traffic has 
been stressed, on-water traffic has been increased and a public traffic oriented comprehensive traffic system has been constructed.

The planning emphasizes the integrity of historical feature and the space environment. There have been planned the waterfront trams. The seven 
space corridors connect and form a frame with the waterfront travel trams, MRT trams on Yangshupu Road and the subway no 4, 18 and 12.
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Development Areas                                                
Establish a compound waterfront functional belt 
lead by technology business, creation recreation and 
urban accommodation.

The Yangpu waterfront area shall outstand the 
characters of Shanghai, waterfront and Yangpu 
district and shall realize the complementary 
development. It shall be stressed and constructed 
into a compound waterfront functional belt lead by 
technology business, creation recreation and urban 
accommodation.

A function structure with “interaction among the 
four areas, one core with three centers and vertical 
infiltration”

The east side of the Yangpu Bridge is the technology 
business comprehensive area. The west side of the 
Yangshupu Water Factory forms a culture business 
comprehensive area. The district between the 
factory and the bridge is the humanity recreational 
commercial and residential area. The block on the 
east of the waterfront with the 17th cotton factory 
and Yangpu electricity factory forms the creative 
design comprehensive area. 

Creative district

Culture and Media Business 

Modern settlements

Dalian Road headquarters 
R & D cluster areas

Tecnology and Business 

 Leisure, commercial and residential 

Culture and Media Business
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Development Areas                                                
Four public activity experience cores on the 
waterfront
The east of the Yangpu Bridge with the cotton industry 
shall be transformed and updated into waterfront 
technology exchange center.
The west of Yangshupu Road with the water gate on 
Qinhuangdao Road and the Shanghai Shipyard shall 
be transformed not only industrially but also into a 
waterfront culture media center.
Between the water factory and the Yangpu Bridge, 
centralized with the Yangshupu Port, a waterfront 
humanity recreational center shall be formed with a 
wharf.
The east of the waterfront shall form a creative design 
center with the transformation of the 17th cotton 
factory and Yangpu electricity factory.

Water and land interaction:
a) one horizontal axe:  
waterfront ecological development axe

b)four vertical axes: 
Dalian Road headquarter development axe
Jiangpu Road residential development axe
Linqing Road financial business development axe
Longchang Road culture creative development axe

Design Center

Core technology exchange

Core technology exchange

Humanities and leisure centers



landmark

high-rise above 80m

high-rise below 80m

existing high-rise

main street

main public front

secondary public front
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eco plaza

activity plaza

public activity path

pedestrian elevated bridge

High value historical buildings
(protected)

historical  building (protected)

historical  building 
(suggest to protected)

Historical building

Publics spaces
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waterfront open space

green corridors 

internal centralized green

green inside the blocks

green spaces
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CREATIVE DISTRICT



1st category residential 

2nd category residential 

3rd category residential 

comercial & residential

community service facilities

elementary education facilities

administration

commercial & financial

culture & entertaining

physical exercise

medical health

education & scientific research 

business offices

comercial offices

industrial

municipal facilities

public green

protection green

water

boundary of the block

boundary of the community

boundary of the unit
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LAND USE (proposed)

administration
commercial service
culture
physical exercise
medical health
education & scientific research
historical heritage
business offices
other public facilities
1st category residential 
2nd category residential 
3rd category residential 
4th category residential 
5th category residential 
6th category residential 
elementari education facilities
community level public facilities
1st category industrial
2nd category industrial
3rd category industrial
industrial R&D
supply facilities
postal facilities
environmental hygiene facilities
construction & repairing
funeral & interment
fire control
other municipal facilities
common storage
dangerous item storage
---
logistics
railways
highways
pipeline transportation
ports
airport
streets
subways
public parking lot
public transportation parking lot
plazas

public green
production protection green
other green
military green
security green  
urban development-backup
eco control 
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Creative design center (Yangshupu electricity factory block)

The east of the waterfront shall form a creative design center with the transformation of the 17th cotton factory and Yangpu electricity factory. The 
creative design center shall be a modern industry design center features modern creativity and focuses on the activities of international masters’ 
exchanges, creative design forums lead by fashion design or all kinds of design industry headquarters.



Creative design center (Yangshupu electricity factory block)
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